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CAROD Piano keys design / Finish: lacquer

HINGED
WARDROBE

WARDROBE



ORLANDO Combine the function of dressing cabinet / walnut+leather /
round edge / finish: wood venner
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BACH Brushed brass / horizontal waist line /
high-end material / red oak wood veneer
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RUSSELL Two colors for choice / Finish: wood grain melamine
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EIFFEL Designed by Italian designer Marco Bortolin
U-shape walk-in closet / Shoe rack / Finish: melamine

WALK-IN
CLOSET
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ORLANDO Island design / open cabinet / white leather
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PERFECT L-shape wardrobe & island / No side panel / hanging design
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BACH L-shape closet / sliding door / glass cabinet / Modular design
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BUILT IN CABiNETS
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Living Room
Decorate a comfy and welcoming living room

Style: European Minimalism

CASTLE IN THE SKY

With a shaker door style, use a plenty of white color and match with several open cabinets 
and grass door panels, offering enough store space and creating an European Minimalism style, 
just like a castle.

Doors PVC

PWMG0066

Carcases Melamine

PWMA0002
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Enjoy your meal 

Dining Room

Create a comfortable relaxing 
bedroom

Bedroom

Walk-in Closet 

Add extra and easily-accessible storage

Hallway

Customize a dining cabinet that integrates 
function and beauty.

Transitional style closet, looks clean and attractive, 
with big storage for shoes, clothes and other 
accessories.
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Living Room
Furnish a stylish living room

Dining Room
Customize a dinning area

The expressive wall i
impress both back panels and front panels. 
Practical drawers, open shelves for decorative 
objects make them a timeless storage wonder. 

The symmetrical design of 2 glass doors & 2 pocket doors perfectly interprets 
the aesthetics of symmetrical design, and the wine rack is easy to view and 
access with glass doors.
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Style: Classic

THE DUKES

PP material with Red cherry wood color, creating the elegance 
and luxury of the duke’s family

Doors PP

PWMD0022

Carcases Melamine

PWMA0013

Customize a dinning area

Dining Room

It’s a big storage cabinet for wine, and there is a special design at the bar leg, 
to enlarge the storage of the wines. Drink some wine at the bar and enjoy 
your time!
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Lights 

Different types of down lights, strip lights and shelf lights, drawer lights and 
inductive lights offer not only additional illumination, but also create a happy mood in your home.
Our lights are harmonious with your space, and high quality LED strips or bulbs allow long
service life and bring energy saving.

Light strip Glass shelf light Top panel light
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Stack module
764mm-964mm

Hanging,  stacking 
and storage

Function

Lifting rod, drawer, 
storage box, safe box

Accessories

Wardrobe Modules

YG001

Shorty module
400mm-1100mm

Hanging
Function

Clothing rod, shelf, 
dress mirror

Accessories

YG002

Decoration module 1
562mm (inner space)

Storage
Function

Longitudinal clothing rod,  shelf,
pull-out basket, safe box

Accessories

YG003

Decoration module 2
782mm (inner space)

Storage
Function

Longitudinal clothing rod,  
shelf, pull-out basket, 
trousers rack

Accessories

YG004

Winter clothing 
module
400mm-1100mm

Hanging
Function

Clothing rod,  storage box, 
dress mirror

Accessories

YG005

Summer clothing 
module
400mm-1100mm

Hanging
Function

Clothing rod,  storage box, 
dress mirror

Accessories

YG006

Narrow cabinet
200mm (inner space)

Decoration storage
Function

Narrow cabinet, hook, mirror
Accessories

YG007 YG008

(for man) Narrow cabinet
200mm (inner space)

Decoration storage
Function

Narrow cabinet, hook, mirror
Accessories

(for woman)

Combination Examples

SINGLE WALL

U-SHAPE

TWO ROWS

L-SHAPE 
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PWMA0228

PWMA0123

PWMA0196

PWMA0002
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